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Aztecs, Moors, and Christians: Festivals of Reconquest in Mexico and Sp1.in.

By Max Harris. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2CX)(). x + 309 pp.
Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, $24.95 paper.)

As any witness of the Matachines Dance or the many celebration; of
Moros y Cristianos can attest, folk drama, and ritual performance are som� of
the most beautiful and compelling manifestations of expressive cult1re.
Movement, gesture, mask, and costume are laden with meaning th t 1 �
accumulated over centuries and that can be read differently by participants and
viewers. The durable primacy accorded to text in literary theater is displ.ced
by the ephemeral choreography and sheer spectacle of folk drama.
Scholars and ethnographers are faced with the daunting task of
deciphering meanings of traditions whose origins are obscure or unrecoverrole.
One solution is the synchronic frame of ethnography which can inquire wrat a
particular dance tradition means to its performers in the community in which it
is enacted. The motivation of the cultural historian to construct a diachr>nic
framework is fraught with difficulties. Are the dramas of Moros y Cristiarus a
theater of subjugation and humiliation or of resistance and revindication? Do
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After producing all the documentary evidence he can find, Harri
carefully declares himself an "agnostic" when it comes to the origins of thi
Matachines. He traces the European Matachines from sixteenth-century Italy tt
France, Spain, and England, and speculates on the American tradition.
His carefully reasoned readings of both Moros y Cristianos ant
Matachines in New Mexico are definitive contributions to an ongoing debate
His contrastive analysis of the Hispano and Indian Matachines on the Uppe·
Rio Grande reveals an astonishing range of meanings and cultural positioning.
With this book, the reconquest dance and drama of New Mexico may b:
appreciated in the full context of a hybrid European and American traditi01
more than four hundred years old.
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